Abstract -We consider multi dimensional d i r t y paper coding at low SNR, and propose a low rate precoding scheme which combines MMSE estimation, dithering and a variant of nested codes, based on concatenation of a "syndrome dilution" code and a "syndrome-to-coset" modulation code.
I . INTRODUCTION
Consider the interference channel Y = X + S + 2 where X is the channel input with power constraint E X 2 5 PX and Y is the output, the noise is 2 N N(0, P z ) and S is an arbitrary interference that is known a t the encoder. Let the SNR be 2. The case that S known non-causally to the encoder was considered by Costa [l] , where he showed that the capacity is C = 4 log,(l + S N R ) . Erez, Shamai and Zamir [2, 51 developed a structured coding scheme for cancelling known interference using nested lattice strategies/codes ("lattice precoding"). This scheme uses a fine lattice -A, in which a coarse lattice -A, is nested. Furthermore, the coarse lattice determines the shaping gain while the fine lattice the coding gain. Their lattice precoding scheme also incorporates common randomness ( "dither") and MMSE estimation(&) to achieve the capacity in [I] for arbitrary interference.
The ultimate precoding "shaping-gain" is the power (or SNR) gap between precoding using one dimensional coarse lattice and the capacity for the case that S known non-causally. Unlike the interference-free AWGN channel, this gap is particularly significant at the low SNR regime for the interference channel. At high SNR the interference channel has a shaping gap of 1.53 dB. At low SNR, the interference channel has over 1.53 dB shaping-gap. Asymptotically for R -+ 0 this gap is In the second step ("coset dilution") the cosets of A, in Z N are diluted to produce the sub lattice A,, which is accomplished by dilution of C, syndromes with pre-concatenated linear code Cc(nc, k,) over Z , . Therefore, A, is LCM(n,, ns-ks)/(ns-k,)
times Cartesian product of At. The shaping lattice A, is determined by C,, while A, is determined by C,. On the other hand, the labelling (the mapping from bits to N dimensional A, points) depends on both C, and C,.
TRANSMISSION SCHEME
The transmission scheme shown in Figure 2 , can be explained by the following generalization of the "inflated lattice lemma" [2] . P' . U N up,).
